TOUCH FOOTBALL ACADEMY PROGRAM

Elective Subject  CODE: TDP

COURSE OVERVIEW
This course will provide an opportunity for students to further their skills in, and knowledge about all aspects of Touch Football. Students will work towards attaining various qualifications aimed at developing their skills and enhancing employment opportunities within Touch Football (e.g. Community Coaching Principles, Referee Certification – various levels, Grassroots and Introductory Coaching certification). The course is also designed to prepare students for Physical Education and Touch Football in the Senior School.

Students involved in the program will represent Chancellor State College in a variety of competitions including the Open Divisions at Kawana Touch Association, Sunshine Coast All Schools, Queensland All Schools and Qld School Touch League.

Athletes committed to developing their skill level, establishing high levels of fitness and contributing to the positive culture of the academy should consider applying for this course. Application forms and up-to-date information can be found on the College website.

COURSE STRUCTURE
Students will engage in practical and theory based lessons and will work towards achieving the above mentioned qualifications.

ASSESSMENT TECHNIQUES
Practical Assessment (in training, competition and as a beginning coach and referee), written assignments and exams, video analysis, goal setting, evaluation and reflection.

SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS
Students need to be committed to a program that includes activities both within and outside of school hours. Entry into the Touch Football Academy Program is by application only. Additional costs will include uniforms, qualifications, competitions, season fees and specialist visitor coaches.